NUMERICAL SIMULATION
shows a cross-sectional schematic of an ion wind engine in the presence of a bulk flow. Previous experimental work by Schlitz on microscale ionic winds suggests that ions are often trapped on the dielectric surface between the electrodes, reducing the ion density in the air and the ensuing body force on the bulk flow [4] . The two electrodes depicted in Figure 1 are elevated above the surface in order to reduce ion trapping. The DSMC simulation predicts ion and electron currents to the electrodes and to the flat plate, thus quantifying ion trapping. DSMC techniques simulate many particles (hundreds of thousands or more) in groups in order to represent a much larger number of real particles. A potential is applied between the two electrodes, and the resulting electric field, determined by Poisson's equation, causes electron field emission from the cathode. The electrons are accelerated through the gap between electrodes by the electric field, and collisions (including ionizations) with neutral air molecules are simulated and tracked statistically. Any generated electrons from ionization processes and the movement and collisions of the air ions are also traced.
Field emission is modeled using Fowler-Nordheim theory [6] in which the surface current density is given by
A number of electrons are randomly emitted at each time step to match the current density obtained by solving Eq. (1). The emission location corresponds to the peak local electric field on the cathode such that all electrons are emitted from the face nearest to the anode where the field is strongest. Emitted electrons are given an initial kinetic energy of k B T and random velocities in the three Cartesian coordinate directions. The DSMC method used here is based on the PIC-MC method described in detail by Vahedi and Surendra [7] . Electrons and ions are moved through a simple first-order integration of the electric field force, neglecting any particle-toparticle forces. Neutral particles are not explicitly modeled, though binary collisions between the charged and neutral particles are simulated. Electron-neutral collisions have one of three possible outcomes: the collision is elastic, the neutral molecule is excited to a higher energy state, or the neutral molecule is ionized, releasing an electron. Twenty-seven electron-nitrogen and eighteen electron-oxygen collisions (as compiled by Zhang et al. [8] ) are tracked. Ion-neutral collisions assume a hard-sphere model with constant crosssections for simplicity [7] [8] .
As a benchmark, Townsend's first ionization coefficient was predicted for a one-dimensional electric field between two infinite flat plates. Figure 2 shows a comparison between experimental results of Sanders [9] , simulations of Zhang et al. [8] , and the present work. Close agreement between the computational and experimental results lends confidence to the present work. 
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Present Work Zhang et al. [8] Sanders [9] Figure 2 Townsend's first ionization coefficient (divided by pressure) versus the applied electric field to pressure ratio (E x /P) from the present work, Zhang et al.'s simulation [8] , and experimental results [9] . Figure 3 shows a single time result of the simulation at 10 ps using a time step of 0.1 fs for an applied potential difference of 460 V. The emitted electron current is predicted to be 0.1095 mA based on Eq. (1) (using typicalφ and β values for nickel plates) and the simulated current is 0.1089mA. As shown in the figure, the electrons emit from the left face of the cathode and travel across the gap to the anode, ionizing the neutral air in the process. Note that the trajectories of the electrons and ions do not exactly follow the field lines due to random collisions. The elevation of the electrodes 10µm above the flat plate minimizes ion trapping at the surface, and the size of the ion cloud suggests that the electrodes must be at least 4 µm above the surface. The ratio of ions to emitted electrons is 2.91, indicating that at this potential difference the ion current is nearly three times the emitted electron current. 
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
A DSMC simulation of an ion wind engine with elevated electrodes predicts the electron field emission and ensuing ionization of the interstitial air. The form of the ion clouds indicate that elevating the electrodes above the dielectric surface will reduce the impact of ion trapping at the surface. Microscale fabrication of ion wind engines will incorporate elevated electrodes based on these results. Additionally, the simulation indicates the amount of ionization relative to the emitted electron current for this parallel electrode configuration at an applied potential of 460 V. Ongoing numerical work will incorporate the results of the DSMC simulations as ion concentration and current boundary conditions in future continuum simulations of ion transport and ionic winds.
